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introduction

• This talk is about applying artificial
intelligence techniques to games
– To game design
– To game development
– To gameplay

• It’s only a taster so is non-technical
• My aim is to show you what ai can be
used for in games, not how to do it
• This comes from academic research,
not game-industry research

ommissions

• Ai has been used in games for years
– Rubber-banding is a form of ai

• I’ll therefore ignore methods that are
already well-used and well-understood
– A*, finite state machines, behaviour trees,
anything utility-based, minimax, clustering, …

• I’ll be looking at more modern
approaches that are now becoming
feasible for comMercial games
• BoOk! Yannakakis & togelius: Artificial
intelligence and games, springer, 2018

techniques

• These are the general techniques I’ll be
mentioning and what they’re goOd for:
– Planning: logical explanations and causality
– Monte carlo tree search: bestguessing, Short time frame
– Artificial neural networks:
classification, preference learning
– evolutionary algorithms: creative
search, parameter tuning
– Reinforcement learning: learning from
examples

• I’ll briefly outline how each works

planning

• PlanNing assumes the world can be
described as a state, as in chess
• It uses a set of operators
– Made of preconditions and efFects

• Executing an operator in one state
transforms the world into a new state
• aims to find a series of operators that
gets from an initial to a goal state
– Forward starts at the initial state
– Backward starts at the goal state

• Slow, but Very good at causality

mcts

• A form of search that uses statistics
to decide which choice is probably best
• Run thousands of searches choosing
at random then agGregate results
• great for games because:
–
–
–
–

It works for enormous search spaces
It’s fast
It can be resource-limited and stilL help
It’s domain-independent

• Can pick up from a regular search
• Very popular in game ai at the moment

ann

• These are function-approximators
• They take inputs and give corresponding
outputs
• Made of Neurons arranged in layers
• Each nueron combines a number of inputs
as a weighted sum and outputs
according to an activation function
• Anns Need to be trained on examples
– The more layers, the more examples…

• Good for clasSification, preference
learning and regression analysis

ea

• Evolutionary algorithms try to maximise a
fitneSs function for a set of values
– The values could represent actions, opinions,
responses, whatever
– Usually represented as an arRay/vector

• It keeps a set of potential solutions
that it mutates to give new solutions
• Best of each generation are retained
• combining solutions to give the next
generation makes it a genetic algorithm
• Neuroevolution is Ann/ea hybrid

rl

• Reinforcement learning tries to maximise
rewards from the environment
• You try something, then the world tells
you if it was gOod or bad
• Learning good states occurs using:
– if you know the world model, Dynamic
prograMming (just store the answers)
– else Mcts or Temporal difference learning

• Td learning estimates how good this
state is based on how good it estimates the
next state to be

Pot pourri

• So, what I’m going to do is spend a
slide each on a number of areas
where these methods can help with games
• often, it’s not so much “can help” as
“are helping”
– There’s a phd programme in the Uk, IGGI, which
has 50+ students working on games and ai
– They do go on industrial placements, so
you may be able to snag one – see me after

• I’m hoping that this talk will spark
ideas that you can investigate at leisure

Game balance

• Suppose you have a game with a ton of
cards, spells, skills, units or whatever
– Like hearthstone or M:TG

• How do you know there’s no dominant
strategy? That none are overpowered?
• genetic (evolutionary) algorithms
can tune parameters to fit design needs
– Problem: they take ages to run enough times
– Solution: use ANns to predict fitness

• One of our iggi students did this for
mindark’s compet game

Rapid testing

• Suppose you make a change to your
game design
• How do you know you haven’t broken
anything?
• Use reinforcement learning to
train an agent to play your game
• Take performance metrics
• Do the same for the changed version
• Compare the metrics
• Slow to set up, but it then runs fast

Ai opponents

• Many games are single-player but have
built-in computer oPponents
• Do you want these to try to win?
– Use Monte Carlo TreE Search!

• Do you want them to behave human-like?
– Use an artificial neural Network!

• Do you want them to adapt their
strategies while they play?
– Use a Genetic Algorithm!

• You can combine all three if you want
– Or just use plaNning, but it’s slow

Ai npcs

• Some npcs are there to do boring things
that players don’t want to do
– Such as standing guard

• These often don’t need much ai, so normal
behaviour-authoring works just fine
– Finite state machines, behaviour trees

• However, Some do need to be more
sophisticated
– For example Love interests

• For these, use planning or mcts
– Depending on how much time you have

Player experience

• Some of what I’ve described so far needs
some form of player modeLling
– Simulating how a human would play

• The Best way is to use an AnN, but
these have to be trained on human play
• However, it turns out rough-and-ready
approximations are still pretty goOd
– Created using ga or unsupervised RL

• You can use the same approach to find
out if your game will be FUN!
– if you can define “fun” as a fitness function…

pcg

• Procedural content generation creates new
content in an automated way
– Autonomous does it with no oversight
– Assisted proposes workable suggestions

• Evolutionary algorithms are the go-to
method for both
• Pcg is Mainly used for world-creation,
but can Also help with graphics and audio
• Combine with player modelLing to
create adaptive games
– Warning: some players hate these!

Story generation

• If you want to generate stories that
make sense, you’ll use planning
• It’s comparatively slow, but stories
aren’t neEded moment-to-moment
– THEY can THEREFORE be CREATED OVER TIME
– not a problem in turn-based games anyway

• Planning works best because the way it
figures out what is to happen tells you
why it will happen
• Mcts will PRODUCE STORIES faster, but
they look bonkers to the human eye

Data mining

• IF YOUR GAME IS SUCcESsFUL, IT WILL
PROVIDE YOU WITH A LOT OF DATA
– FORMALLY KNOWN AS BIG DATA

• THERE ARE WELL-KNOWN STATISTICAL
TECHNIQUES FOR ANALYSING SUCH DATA
– CLUSTERING AND SO ON

• REINFORCEMENT LEARNING COUPLED
WITH ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS ALLOW YOU
TO CREATE PREDICTIVE MODELS
– WHEN WILL THIS PLAYER QUIT?
– WHAT WOULD THIS PLAYER GIVE ME MONEY FOR?

Player modelling

• THINGS ARE STARTING TO LOOK DARKER
NOW…
• IT’S ONE THING TO USE AI TO INCREASE
PLAYER ENGAGEMENT
• IT’S ANOTHER THING ENTIRELY TO
EMPLOY IT IN THE SERVICE OF MIND
CONTROL
• WANT TO IDENTIFY PLAYERS WHOM YOU CAN
ADdICT TO YOUR GAME?
• YOU CAN DO THAT AND FAR, FAR WORSE
– SUICIDES, GASLIGHTING, HEART ATTACKS, …

Game creation

• GAME design and creation IS EXPEN$IVE
• WHY NOT AUTOMATE THE PROCESS?
• Genetic algorithms are great for
Parameter tuning
– They can also be used to add, remove and change
game rules

• Tie to PCG to create a whole game
• It needs a player model to be a gOod game
• However, floOding the market with
miLlions of games also works
– Statistically, some wilL be good by luck!

Coming soon!

• There are other techniques not yet ready
for syndication
• The one you’ll have heard of is google
deepmind’s alphago
• This uses mcts, guided by a deep anN
– The artificial neural network was initialLy
trained on records of human games, then it
used reinforcement learning to play
against itself unsupervised BiLlions of times

• It’s impractical for most games today
– Do players want a perfect opponent anyway?

summary

• There’s a bunch of ai techniques that
can be and are being applied to game
design and development
• This talk was a taster menu to show
what’s currently out there
• I didn’t explain how any of the techniques
actually work
– It’s only a 40-minute talk!

• It should be enough, though, that if you see
something that resonates, you can
investigate its use

End notes

• Me: dr Richard A. Bartle, hon. Prof. game
design at the university of essex
– http://mud.co.uk/

• IgGi: intelligent games, games intelligence
– http://iggi.org.uk/

• Book: Georgios yannakakis & Julian
Togelius: Artificial intelligence and games,
springer, 2018
– http://gameaibook.org/
– Digital copy Available for frEe, but please buy
the hard copy because academic salaries…

